
Native American 
Land Over Time

Unit 5, Lesson 15



Map Showing Areas Where Native Americans Lived before 
Columbus and Europeans Arrived

Indigenous 
People

https://kids.wordsmyth.net/we/?ent=indigenous
https://kids.wordsmyth.net/we/?ent=indigenous


Fill in the first two 
columns of the timeline 
with the date of 
settlement and the name 
of the English colony.



Compare the location 
of each colony to the 
where indigenous 
groups lived before 
the arrival of 
Europeans.

Fill in the third 
column on Resource 2.







Arrange the maps in 
chronological order.









How did control of the land that 
became the United States change 
over time?



1. Which of the following best describes how the land controlled by Native 
Americans changed between 1607 and 1732?

A. the English and Native American both got control over more land

B. the English and Native American both lost control over more land

C. the English lost control over land while the Native Americans got more land

D. the English got control over more land while the Native Americans lost land

Checks for Understanding
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2. Which of the following BEST describes what happened to Native American lands 
between 1607 and 1732?

A. Native Americans started to farm lands

B. Native Americans started hunting and fishing

C. England created new colonies in America

D. England won a war against Native Americans

Checks for Understanding
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The maps below show areas of land controlled by Native Americans

Checks for Understanding

3. Which map shows what the map would have looked like 
when Europeans first settled in the area that became 
Delaware?

A. Map A
B. Map B
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4. Place a check next to three of the following statements that MOST LIKELY 
describe how Native Americans felt about the changes to the map of America over 
time.

____ they became proud
____ they became angry
____ they became sad
____ they became happy
____ they became disappointed

Checks for Understanding



4. Place a check next to three of the following statements that MOST LIKELY 
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